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MORATORIUM DAY, OCTOBER 15, 1969
RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE
About two and a half years ago I participated on this campus in a
"}each -i n" to protest the Vietnam War. My plea was simple and
d1rect: " Yankee, come home! Come home now! You have no business
over there. You serve no purpose over there except to spread death
and destruction - and to die. Yankee, come home! "
That_was _two and a half years ago . Perhaps 25 ,000 young Americans
have died smce then , and the deaths of our so-called friends and our
so-called enemies number into the hundreds of thousands .
And what has all the dying accomplished? Over all , at least 40 ,000
American boys. Did their dying win new populat ions to the cause of
democracy? What populations and what democracy? Has it advanced
the reputation of our country as the champion of little peoples? On
the contrary, never before have we been more feared and more disliked among the emerging nations of the world . Has the dying of our
men brought a new sense of security to our land, so that our govern ment may now turn to desperately needed domestic enterprises? On
the contrary , our budget for defense (an ironic word) keeps mounting
with each passing month. Just a few weeks ago our Congress voted
an additional 24 1/2 billion dollars for what is described as "supplementary military items." Has the personal sacrifice of our men raised
the moral and spiritual tone of our people? On the contrary, the use
of violence and bloodshed to solve problems abroad has found its
counterpart in the use of force and violence to solve personal and
group problems at home. Let the Crime Commissions be less devious
in searching out the basis for crime and violence in our streets. The
obvious example stands ready at hand in the most effectively aggressive
·
and violent war-machine the world has ever known .
And so the war has gone on and on . And the list of the dead grows
longer and longer. We have become so accustomed to casualties that
we were inclined to rejoice when recently the weekly toll fell below
one hundred . " Light casualties," they say. The death count of young
Americans is no longer thirty a day; it is currently down to ten a
day "Light casualties. "
Last week sixty-four of our boys died. Sixty-four families - sixtyfour mothers and / or wives were informed of the death of their
husbands or sons. What kind of message does the government send
to the bereaved in this situation? Something like this?- "Your govern ment regrets to inform you that your boy died in Vietnam this week .
Casualties were light .. . Signed: The Department of Defense." How
comforting! What a relief! Can 't you see it in your mind's eye? A grave
in the hometown cemetery. A small gravestone bearing the inscription:
" John Smith lies here. He was a light casualty ... but we loved him. "
But why? Why could he not have lived and learned and loved? What
good did his death do? And as the list of the dead was read here at
Rhode Island College today , should we not have asked ourselves after
each one: "What purpose did his dying serve? "
My religious faith prevents me from accepting the taking of human
life as justifiable for any reason whatsoever. My religious tradition
tells me that he who takes a life is as one who destroys the world, and
he who saves a life is as one who saves the world . While I readily
admit that Biblical texts are subject to a variety of interpretations , the
message which I find in the Bible is unequivocal and uncomplicated .
In the first chapter of Genesis I learn that "man is created in the
imgae of God," and in Psalm 8 that " Thou hast made him but little
lower than God ." If it is true that man was made to be god -like, then
I must believe in the sanctity of human life. Ideals, principles, issuesall are secondary to the physical life of man , for all of them were
devised by man and, when men perish, they perish . Living, thinking
men can meet and solve their problems. Death means only dissolution
and decay.
It is for such reasons that, on this or any day, I cannot limit my
opposition, my resistance to the Vietnam War. I am opposed to all
war and to all preparation for war. I am not in favor of a schedule of
withdrawal of our boys. I believe that the proposal that we plan to
bring them home by the end of 1970 is both shameful and inhuman .
How shall we explain the killing of some 7,000 more Americans in the
meantime? My reaction is the same toward the alleged speed-up
proposal which would complete the withdrawal in six months. How
can we live with ourselves when we realize that we have signed a death
warrant for some 2500? Why should we wait until next month for
withdrawal? Are we prepared to issue a verdict of death for 400? Or
Or shall we wait until next week and calmly watch while a hundred
or so go to their graves?
What we are doing here today is a blessed thing. It is futile , even
though appropriate, to say that we should have done it long ago .
The name Moratorium is not a happy designation since moratorium
implies delay or postponement. Surely that is not what we intend to
convey here! But I shall not quibble about the name. Our President
says that he will not be responsive to the protest of this Day. Our
answer must be that our protest will not end this day, but will continue
without interruption until he listens! Postponement? Yes, we must
postpone the end of our protest until peace has come, until our men
are home, until the casualties are no longer " light" - just non -existent.
Yankee, come home! You leave behind untold death and destruction,
a crippled and devastated land which it will take generations to rebuild .
We cannot undo what has been done - but let the ghastly holocaust
end now.

Yes , a moratorium- a moratorium on war, a permanent renunciation
of murder as a means of solving human problems. Let us here and
now inaugurate the era of Peace based upon the solemn conviction
that there are no human problems that cannot be solved through communication, conversation, and discussion . Three and a half million
Americans under arms are scattered over the globe: they enable our

Cont. on pg. 36
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President to play God. But surely it is a futile and wasteful game. The
peoples of the world will not forever submit to the rule of brute power,
whether ours or stemming from some other source.
Observe the demoralizing, paralyzing effect upon our nation . While
urgent domestic needs are neglected for want of funds , a hundred mil·
lion dollars a day are being spent on the Vietnam War alone. Last
week a headline announced : "The President has won another victory;
Congress has defeated a bill which would have assisted in the providing
of pure water for our cities."
"Thou hast made man but little lower than God ." But somehow man
has fallen lower than the beasts of the field . What a topsy·turvy
world! Killing is made the measure of patriltism. Medals of honor await
those most effective in the game of death. And those young men who
refuse to be involved in the game of death because they believe that
human life is sacred are either forced into exile or spend months and
years in prison . Their crime? They will not kill nor be accessories to
killing. Our sense of values, our ethical judgment is perverted .

Some time the day must come when, in the words of the Bible, "the
stone which the builders rejected will become the chief cornerstone,"
when the Dr. Spocks and the Reverend Coffins and the Father Berrigans
and the Mitchell Goodmans will take their rightful places among the
heroes of our land - those who defied temporal law that they might
remain faithful to divine law.
Abraham Lincoln is said to have quoted an ancient sage who sought
to distill all of wisdom in a few words. The chosen words were these:
"This too shall pass away."
This too shall. pass away: the shameful bloodshed of these years,
the shameful waste of our resoruces human and material, the shameful
build·up in preparation for the next war, poverty in the midst of plenty,
human degradation despite scientificadva nces- all this too shall pass
away.
Only may it be that the spirit of God in man shall not pass away.
- Maurice L. Zigmond
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Biafra wanted independence from Nigeria. That people determined to follow through on their decision to succeed.
In order to force Biafra into submission, Nigeria shut off supplies and thus began the long period in which millions of Biafrans starved to death.
Attempts were made by both individuals and by established
organizations to relieve the sufferings of the people, but the
Nigerians finally triumphed over the sick, the dying, and the
dead men, women, and children of that nation.
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ISSUES

POLLUTION

On Earth Day, there was a tremendous movement to
fight pollution. All over the country people worked to
clean up the streets. One day had been set aside to unite
the country in an effort to fight pollution. Here at R.I.C.,
students and teachers alike took time to pick up paper
and trash from all areas of the campus. In the classes,
regular routine was set aside to be replaced by discussions on pollution of all kinds. There was a movement to
clean up our campus and it succeeded. The grounds
were clean for one full day. After that day, it was no
longer a national campaign and few people felt obligated
to use trash barrels for their litter. Earth Day was gone
and so was the willingness to keep the campus, the
state, the nation clean. By now, the feelings of that day
are buried under a very large heap of garbage.
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CHICAGO

THE MAKING OF REVOLUTIONARIES
As the minutes to midnight
ticked away,
the protesterssome bearded
and almost all
dressed or wrapped in an
odd
assortment of
shirts,
slacks,
fackets,
blankets,
and sleeping bags burst into song.
First,
they sang the old
civil rights standby,
~~we Shall Overcome."
Then
They swung into
~~America the Bea utifu I."
The phrase ~~and crown thy good with brotherhood" was hanging in the air
as the Federal officials
moved in
and seized the first of the
protesters,
a girl
clad in a bright orange skirt.
(The N.Y. Times - October 23, 1967)
from Julius Lester, Search for a New Land
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I am in favor of the strike only so far as it is an individual's
response to the situations in Cambodia and Kent State University.
I do not agree with the trend towards school shut down because
it eliminates an individual's right to act as he believes. By the
time a student becomes a member of a college campus, hopefully he is mature enough to decide how to act when confronted
with a question such as the strike. He should decide and act
upon his decision. He may strike but decide not to attend workshops. He may decide to act in other ways that show his involvement. He may canvass. He may pass out literature related
to the strike. He may work with an organization not involved with
campus activities. If he decides to attend classes, his decision
should be respected and he should not be referred to as a "cop
out". None of us actually knows who is copping out, but some
people claim to know and tag people randomly. Such name
calling is only another example of a lack of understanding and
an inability to accept other people as they are and for what they
believe.
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STRIKE

Demanding an end to U.S. involvement in Southeast Asia,
protesting the Kent State Massacre, and joining together against
all political and racial oppression:
A majority of R.I.C. students decided that "business as usual"
must not continue at the college;
A majority of R.I.C. students for the first time had meaningful
communication with other students;
A majority of R.I.C. students began to think about things more
important than fraternity and class weekends.
A majority of R.I.C. students finally became aware of situations
and conditions that they previously had ignored.
Worrying about final exams, hoping for faculty and administrative approval of the student strike, and trying to find the easy
way out, 1700 people attended a meeting May 10, 1970 after
whichMany R.I.C. student began an early summer vacation;
Many R.I.C. students copped out;
Many R.I.C. students found comfort in their apathy;
Many R.I.C. students alienated themselves by going to classes;
Many R.I.C. students showed themselves as the hypo-critical,
blind, bigoted people they were all along.
"Sooner or later some of us must know."
-Dylan
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The Commu nity Service Committee is a student organized and
controlled group whose purpose is to place volunteers somewhere
within the commu nity. Over 100 volunteers have been recruited
to work in a variety of services, such as Big Brother and Big
Sister, tutoring , and organizing activities at the Knickerson House.
They are people who readily give their time and imagination
towards helping others.
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Top : Charlie Haskell, Bill Hatzburger, AI Proto, Bill Carberry,
Dale Seward, Mike Valente, Tom Thatcher, Lou DiNobile, Coach
Bogda Bottom : Brian Sampson, Bobby Lawrence, Gene Bissette,
Bob Savoie, Robbie Haigh, Dave Adamcik, Paul Tower. Ed
Slipsky, Lionel Jean
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Top: Dan Martin, Kevin McHugh, Manny Correria , Doug Hartley, Dave
Charest, Ralph Mastrangelo, Dave Stenhouse Middl e: Steve Rice
Bottom : Bill Peckham, Bob Sepe, Fran Murphy, Haig Markarian, Eddie
Jones, Jack Boudreau, Art Pontarelli, Ron Ragno
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Top: Coach Taylor, Steve Evangelista, Bob Young, George
Proulx, Ray Madden, Bill Levy, Tom Kenwood, Jeff Mines, Ken
Barton Bottom : Don Lissard, Terrance Hanaway, Dave Osaka,
Steve Anderson, Paul Toher, Dave Lammus, Ralph Fortune
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Top: Dennis McGovern, Lester Jordan, Mike Babul, Tom
Jacobson, Jimmy Solo, Karl Augenstein, Jerry Suggs, John
Harrington, Ronnie Meeks, Coach Beard Botto m: Billy Porter,
Rickie Wilson , Mike Creedon, Ray Huelbig, Steve Rice, Kenny
A'Hearn
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Top: Charlie Totoro, Darryl Robertson, Coach Taylor, Ray
Madden, James Joseph Bottom: Donald Lassard, George Proul x,
Tom Kenwood, Steve Anderson
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Vermont,
graduation
to Coach J

Top : Joe Kerns, George Fleming, Ray Mitchell, Les Jordan
Bottom: Dale Seward, Bill Girard, Bob Lawrence
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Under the

PERSPECTIVE
How has the mass media in its volume,
style, and content affected education?
The mass media, particularly commercial television,
has had tremendous effects on education. For the most
part, it has provided information and spectator experiences that used to take a lifetime to achieve. Further, it
has given a sense of immediacy and impulse-release to a
whole generation of students, thus affecting their taste,
style of thinking and behaving.
Traditional education concepts and methods are severely challenged by this change. Questions of relevance, spontaneity, experiential learning and teaching
styles are all on the agenda of educational institutions.
If we are really interested in learning, then we must
welcome the mass media as potentially effective learning
media. But we must also be sure that they do not become our masters. We must be as critical of them, and
as wary of their easy analysis and answers as we are of
traditional learning tools.
Ultimately, each individual learns for himself. The
mass media can aid or interfere with this process. Since
these media are here to stay, we had better find ways to
utilize them for the good of all.
- Pres. Kauffman -

Will the Negro ever be fully integrated
into all levels of American society?
a. By what means?
b. When?
I do not know the answer to this question. A decade
ago, I would have been more optimistic than I am today.
Yet I am not as pessimistic as many.
It is my own belief that the Negro, (or blacks, as many
prefer) must be free and able to be integrated or not, as
he chooses. What is really asked for here is the prevention of discrimination, of exclusion, of arbitrary separation.
I believe such practices are going to disappear, with
great effort, and then blacks will be free to integrate as
they choose, when they choose, just as any other racial
or ethnic group should be able to do on an individual
basis.
On the whole, black assertion has been good for both
blacks and whites. It has restored a sense of pride and
dignity for blacks. It has blunted white stereotypes of
servility and patient endurance of discrimination. America can only gain from the development of black dignity
and the fullest participation of black Americans in our
economic, political and social life.
If serious violence can be avoided, I believe that by
1980 we will show tremendous gains. If violence becomes greater, or if gains are not rapidly made, then all
of America will suffer the consequences.
The present college generation holds the answer to
this question in their hands.
- Pres. Kauffman -
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FACULTY
What should graduating Rhode Island
College students do in relation to the
draft and the Vietnam War?

Are you in favor of giving the vote to
18-20 year olds? (Why, in relation to
Rhode Island College students?)

I cannot tell an entire population what they ought to
do in relation to the draft. This is an intensely personal
question which each individual has to answer for himself.
I favor the elimination of special deferments and have
always believed that there were great inequities in the
way the draft operated. If a truly representative group of
young men faced the draft over the past five years, I believe that political pressure to end the war in Vietnam
would have been much greater. I believe that war to
have been a tragic miscalculation on our part and favor
our removal of combat forces from Southeast Asia.
Having served in World War II, I know the horror that
war brings. Yet each man must decide for himself when
called upon to serve. Even after induction, each man
should hold himself accountable for his conduct in war.
While I believe in the essential values of our nation, I
must also respect those persons who, for reasons of
conscience, choose to accept the consequences for refusing to fight in Vietnam. Similarly, I also respect those
who obey the law which calls them to serve and who
perform such service to the best of their ability.
There will be many times in an adult life where some
questions are impossible to solve on a wholly satisfactory basis. The draft and the war in Vietnam are illustrative of such questions.

I am in favor of giving the vote to 18 year olds and
have been for many years.
My experience leads me to believe that young men
and women act responsibly in direct relationship to the
amount of responsibility permitted them. Thus, I am
convinced that the 18 year old voter would be just as
responsible as the 60 year old voter or any other voter.
As the proportion of our entire population becomes
younger (we are now approaching 25 as the median age
in the United States) it becomes essential to involve and
include young persons in all the political processes of
citizenship. Besides, we need the idealism and energy of
youth in our political system. On the basis of my experience with Rhode Island College students, I am in favor
of the 18 year old voting age.
- Pres. Kauffman -

- Pres. Kauffman -
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PERSPEC IV
Will the Negro ever be fully integrated
into all levels of American society?
a. By what means?
b. When?

How has the mass media in its volume,
style, and content affected education?
Anyone who has watched Sesame Street cannot deny
the future of mass media. The question should not be
whether the mass media affect education, but whether
education can compete with the mass media. We have
got to purge ourselves of the many antiquated ideas
and procedures we continue to employ - the mass lecture, lecturing itself, and the notion that technology is
the enemy to the classroom.
- Anghinetti -

Certainly the mass media has had considerable impact
on education. I think though that we're just beginning to
explore its potential as an effective and economical vehicle for selecting, training, and evaluating students. I'm
thinking here particularly of our students in Counselor
Education. Counselors are essentially members of the
helping profession. Our task is to select and train
effective helpers. We're currently in the process of developing some interesting video tape packages for selecting, training, and evaluating counselors. In addition,
we're discovering that video tapes can serve as a potent
medium for shaping behavior by presenting counselees
with a model of how the ~~good" client (helpee) behaves.
In effect, the mass media can be used both for training
helpers and for counseling helpees. There are, of course,
some interesting philosophical issues that one needs to
consider in using technology to expedite learning and
behavior change. These are issues that we will address
ourselves to increasingly in the future.
1 might point out that we have been using our own
closed circuit TV station facilities for selecting and training both Jay and professional counselors for some time
now. We are really encouraged by the results of our
efforts and intend to make greater use of these facilities
as we learn to harness and develop their potential. It's
pretty powerful stuff to view yourself as a counselor o~
TV. If you're uneasy, destructive, inept, puzzled, etc., 1t
shows up very clearly. The trainee finds it hard to refute
that kind of feedback. It makes for powerful learning and
training.
-Calia-

I cannot and will not play the prophet. Naturally, I
would hope for the full integration of all peoples into our
society. But once again in order for that integration to
materialize, we must reconstruct our values, priorities ,
and choices. The negro represents a victim to our aquisitiveness. We have decided to stall his enfranchisement
because this freedom, like our own, takes a back seat to
the aquisition of things. The plight of the negro stands
in the same relation to the plight of human values in
general. They have a subordinate role in a society
hell-bent on economic success.
- Anghinetti 1 firmly believe that Blacks will be and must be fully integrated into every level of American Society. I think now
we're talking about the survival of all hum anity. It' s
difficult to put a deadline on when integration is likely to
take place but my feeling is that it has to be soon. If it
doesn't happen soon, I suspect that wide spread violence is inevitable. I think the means for doing this have
been exhaustively discussed elsewhere. I'd like to focus
my discussion on one or two means with which I am
personally familiar.
Because Blacks are generally disadvantaged, by that I
mean that because of deprivations in their environment,
they lack the essential skills for learning. We need then
to provide them with such skills. This means training
them to survive and then to go beyond that. We take
them as they are and then go from there. We provide
them with the basic skills for learning, for getting a job,
for holding the job, for getting ahead on the job, for establishing effective interpersonal relationships. We train
them by providing them with teachers who serve as
effective role models. The teachers must possess such
skills themselves and demonstrate clearly that they are
persons whose behaviors are worthy of emulation and
respect. Many blacks are tough and discerning (They
have had to learn to be in order to survive). If they perceive the teacher as not being strong enough to make it
in their world, then they are not likely to pay much at1
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FACULTY
What should graduating Rhode Island
College students do in relation to the
draft and the Vietnam War?

Are you in favor of giving the vote to
18-20 year olds? (Why, in relation
to Rhode Island College students?)

That all depends upon what they themselves wish for
their own future. It can not be my business as a teacher
or citizen to tell young people what they should do with
their lives. I can say this, however, if they wish to live
up to the eloquent rhetoric they seem to embrace, that
is, the students who support reform, they had better
plan to fly like eagles. What this means is the necessity
of our youth to avoid the escape that so many of my
generation have taken. The escape I refer to assumes
there is plenty of time to talk and reap. We are witnessing a geometrical decrease in the amount of time available to us to solve the growing crisis in American society. Vietnam represents a disease infecting the body
politic, but it is only one identifiable illness. The environment staggers, racism continues, schismatic madness
threatens from the political left and right. Your generation must decide what it will choose regarding all these
problems. But it must also realize that it must stop talking about the "system" that must change. People
must change! The revolution that must eventually take
place with American values and priorities must occur
within the individual life style of all who wish to see it
occur in society. I am trying to suggest that responsibility resides with our choices, not with our talk.

Of course! It seems senseless to argue that 18 year
old men and women are not as qualified to vote as their
elders. My experience with R.I.C. students tells me their
sympathy for participatory democracy represents a much
needed spirit in troubled times.
- Anghinetti -

- Anghinetti Like millions of other Americans, I'm hoping that this
will be an academic question soon. I'm hopeful that that
conflict will be resolved in the not too distant future. I
certainly support demonstrations for peace and would
encourage our graduates to continue to do so. In the interim, and until our laws are changed or the peace is
won, we must abide by the laws of the land. I guess this
is kind of a schizophrenic position. But I earnestly feel
that if we're convinced our laws are wrong or immoral,
we need to work like hell to change them. But until that
happens, we need to adhere to them or else we're
doomed to social and immoral chaos.

I find it difficult to use age as a criterion for assessing
responsibility. I guess my feeling here though is a rather
commonplace one. If youngsters are old enough to fight
and die for their country, they certainly ought to be eligible to have some say in the governance of that country.
-CaliaYes, I am in favor of giving the vote to 18-20 year
olds. I believe the young people today are an educated,
enlightened and socially concerned group of individuals.
As a group, Rhode Island College students seem to possess an additional important trait, a sense of responsibility and dedication to a goal. Rhode Island College students tend to be less casual than students I have known
in other schools.

-Calia-
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PERSP ECTIV
Will the Negro ever be fully integrated
into all levels of American society?
a. By what means?
b. When?

How has the mass media in its volume,
style, and content affected education?
By their volume and content, mass media of communication have considerably broadened the vicarious experiences available to our contemporaries. They tend also to
overwhelm us and rob us, by their mass, of the opportunity
for reflection and meditation, critica I judgment and thoughtful reaction. They are excellent purveyors of information
about the world in which we live, but their use in the
formal educational process has been only slightly explored.

tention to him in his efforts to change them. We need to
train more and more persons who can serve as effective
models for providing blacks with skills to infiltrate all
levels of our society.
-CaliaThe gift of prophecy is rare, and unreliable.

- GossnerThe mass media, especially TV, has had tremendous
impact upon education. I do not feel capable of evaluating
the phenomenon except to say that quantity or volume
has undoubtedly been great. More people have been
reached more rapidly through this means than through
any other. I strongly question the quality of TV programming (as well as radio). I believe that educational TV in
general has done a much better job than the commercial
networks. However the commerical networks have demonstrated their ability to do a superb job if they wished.
They have also demonstrated their ability to do an excellent job in reporting national affairs such as election
coverage and to be of service in cases of disaster. On the
other hand there is a strong_question in my mind about
news editing and reporting and the impact upon the
population of such reporting. I do not think we have yet
begun to use the TV media creatively as an educational
tool.

- GossnerIf we do not have hope for the future in all of our
problems, whatever they may be, life would be intolerable.
Whatever hope there is lies in young people and in
education and the changing of attitudes. We cannot bring
about the desired goals merely by civil rights legislation.
The words from the musical South Pacific are all too true
- children must be taught to hate all the people their
relatives hate. I do not believe hate is a natural instinct.
Love is a natural instinct. You, as sensitive young, educated
individuals have the greatest, most powerful weapons
ever devised to free mankind from the bondage of darkness. Only you can answer the question.
- KenyonPerhaps I should begin my answer to this question by
posing a question: Has any minority group ever been fully
integrated into all levels of American society? The sociologist who coined the term pluralism performed a disservice
to our society. Accepting a pluralistic concept of American
society makes it more comfortable to live with one's
learned prejudices. Unfortunat ely this kind of learning is
not cognitive, but imitative behavior based upon conditioned response learning. The degree and/or speed that
we achieve true social, political and economic integration
is dependant upon the degree and speed that we create
a social climate where genuine acceptance of all people
becomes socially rewarding. This requires that in all
spheres of human activity, whether in business, education,
living areas or the arts the individual is rewarded, materially
and psychologically, for genuine acceptance of his fellow
human beings.

- Kenyon It is impossible to adequately discuss the two questions
included here. I will respond to the larger issue, that of
the impact of commercial television on education.
Television has improved pronunciation, enunciation and
speech patterns of all people. Of course this has a negative
aspect, too. There is a tendency to bring about uniformity
in speech, and therefore eliminate interesting accents and
dialects. This is of course a cultural loss.
Television has created wide interest in all public problems
and issues, and it has increased social concerns and the
awareness of the needs of others, but decreased the skills
to think independently and creatively about social and political issues_

-Meinho ld-
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FACULTY
What should graduating Rhode Island
College students do in relation to the
draft and the Vietnam War?

Are you in favor of giving the vote to
18-20 year olds? (Why, in relation to
Rhode Island College students?)

Obviously no single course of action can be prescribed for all graduating students. Each student must
decide for himself what, if anything, he will do, recognizing that his decision and subsequent actions, together
with their consequences, will play some part in shaping
the society of which the student is a member.

The mere fact of chronological age is extraneous to
the question of voting competence. Public education was
instituted in this country to provide an enlightened electorate , of sound reason and critical judgment, capable of
exercising suffrage in the best interests of the whole
country. These criteria, are more germane than chronological age to the question of who should vote.

- GossnerGraduation from college assumes an individual has
attained a degree of education. With education - enlightenment comes the burden of responsibility because one can no longer claim innocence. If a graduate
assesses a situation that calls for change than he should
work for that cause and assume a responsibility for his
actions. As to what specific action to take, I would not
be so presumptuous as to give such advice. One must
deal with problems on an individual basis, seeking solutions in a logical way based upon knowledge and understanding, on ethical and moral grounds and a great deal
of evaluation and soul searching. If there were an easy
answer I am sure we would have found it long ago.
- Kenyon While there are really two separate questions here,
both are related to the second question.
Political pressure is the most effective way to deal
with any issue whether it be the draft, the Vietnam War
or poverty in the urban areas.
Today's college students are articulate and knowledgeable. I hope for even more political activism than we
have had in the past.
College students and young college graduates should
continue to put political pressure on the government to
reduce its military activity in Southeast Asia.
It is foolish to assume that the United States can
safely eliminate its military organizations; and, I doubt
that these organizations can be operated on a volunteer
basis.

- GossnerI do not think that RIC students are any different from
any other 18 to 20 year old college students. The question is not one of giving the vote to RIC students in that
age group or giving it to any other group of 18 to 20
year olds, but giving it to all 18 to 20 year olds. I must
confess that I had difficulty with this question. Many
people in this age group are quite mature and able to
exercise the right and responsibility of voting, while others are quite inmature, but this can be said of 21 year
olds as well. Any such age restriction is arbitrary, certainly there is nothing magic about age 21. However I
am not convinced that the arguments set forth for lowering the voting age are a strong reason for doing so,
therefore I am uncommitted to a paricular position on
this question.
-Kenyon-
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PERSPECTIVE
Will the Negro ever be fully integrated
into all levels of American society?
a. By what means?
b. When?

How has the mass media in its volume,
style, and conten t affected education?
Certainly television has had a leveling effect upon the
esthetic values and sensitivities of people. That is, it has
raised these values for some, but lowered them for others.
I would guess that there has been a net loss in these
areas.
Educators and teachers at all levels of instruction have
a responsibility to make curriculu m changes on the basis
of changed needs resulting from the impact of television
on the individual and upon society. Very few curriculu m
makers have responded appropriately.
-Meinh oldMass communications media have had more of an indirect effect upon education than a direct one. The majority of the population still relies upon such media for
entertain ment and informati on, rather than "educatio n"
per se. Indirectly, however, educators have been forced
to "get with it." Even primary grade children comprehend television news programs, and second graders DO
ask questions about racial issues, poverty, pollution, and
war.
A more direct effect is occurring within specific institutions, and the effect has been a depersonalization of
the educational process. Seminars have become mass
lectures, and discussion groups, if they occur at all, are
focused upon what was said "on television ." The results
have been an almost total desensitization of teachers
towards the needs of individuals, on the one hand, and
an inability and unwillingness of students to trust, or to
communicate with, their teachers, on the other.
-Mines The single greatest long-range achievement of the mass
media is the awakening of large numbers of people's
consciousness to participation in national and international events. This eventually leads to a world-wide consciousness and the development of a true caring, one
individual for another. Not so long ago, what happened
at the other end of the world was remote to our intellect
or our feelings. Now man is being given more of a
chance to learn of and to . respond to global events. I
think that the heighten ing of awareness caused by the
mass media far surpasses any gains we may feel we

The desired answer is implied in the question. If you
mean integration , then I would answer, yes. It is possible to create enough force, through the legislation and
enactment of laws, to make willful! segregation illegal. If
you are implying acceptance , however, I would have to
answer, no. Obviously, it will never be possible to legislate the attitudes, biases, and emotions of individuals. It
is no more logical to expect total acceptance of the
Negro in society, than it is to expect that the Mexicans
will ever be totally accepted in the Southwest, or the
Puerto Ricans in Manhattan, or the Jews in Westport,
Connecticut.
-Mines The answer to the question of the Negro achieving
full integration into all levels of American society depends upon the time limits imposed. If one is speaking
of a very long period of time, I would say that someday
the human race will be of one color only (and it will not
be white!) On a short-term basis, I think there is little
hope for true integration since no amount of legislation
can change the way a person feels in the depths of his
soul. I regard the present gimmicks being used by the
federal, state and local agencies to integrate as being
well meaning at best. The basic rules for integration are
so obvious thatone is almost embarrassed to mention
them - brotherhood and love and honesty. An environment should be created where people can speak what is
within their minds and hearts without fear of retribution,
whether these be negative or positive statements. I am
just enough of an optimist to believe that if such an
honest environm ent were created, mankind would eventually come together.
-Very have made by improvin g the educational process. In the
field of education in its narrow sense, television will be a
tool for humanity, a useful tool, but only a tool, nevertheless.
-Very -
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FACULTY
What should gradu ating Rhode Island
College students do in relation to the
draft and the Vietnam War?

Are you in favor of givin g the vote to
18-20 year olds? (Why, in relation to
Rhode Island College students?)

College students should work to create an equitable
and democratic system of supplying manpower to the
military. It is extremely importa nt that our military organizations be manned by people from civilian life, who
will return to civilian life after a relatively brief period of
service. This should be true at all ranks. The best way to
eliminate a military elite, interested in perpetuating itself,
is to have a constantly changing personnel.
-Mein holdThe question of the war in Vietnam, specifically, is an
almost obsolete one; the question, however, of the United States becoming involved in the conflicts of other
nations, is one that we shall always have to face. We
have never been able to operate in isolation, and, hopefully, we never will. Once the decision for involvement is
made, the draft is the system by which the manpower to
support that decision is provided. The system also provides for the "conscientious objecto r," who does not believe in war, but who agrees to serve in some other capacity.
The question of ••avoiding" the draft, is a difficul t
one for me to answer, as I will probably never have to
face that trauma. I feel that, if forced to confro nt the
decision, I would probably allow myself to be drafted in a
regular capacity. It is doubtful that I would have a, ••Give
'em hell!" attitude, but I would go. This is a decision
that each individual must make on the basis of his own
conscience and moral value system. If one supports this
country, with all of its faults, then the decision is that
much easier.
-Min esIt is not for me to tell gradua ting Rhode Island College seniors what they should do in relation to the draft
and the Vietnam War. I would encourage them to follow
the dictates of their own conscience on this matter. It is
their life and they must lead it as they see fit.

In the first question I referred to the importance of political pressure. To achieve this most effectiv ely the right
to vote should be given at the eighteenth birthday. This
is importa nt for two reasons.
College students cannot be politically effective if they
must wait until they reach their twenty -first birthday to
vote. The right to vote will reduce the feelings of frustration and political impotence which may be an important factor in some of the violence and senseless destructio n that has taken place.
One of the most serious defects in the democratic
process is voter apathy. The opportunism which so frequently characterizes the activities and decisions of both
our elected and appointed public officials is a direct result of voter apathy.
In the high schools we attemp t to develop interes t and
understanding in public affairs; however, there is at least
a three-year delay between the period of teaching and
learning about government, good or bad, and the opportunity to act by way of the ballot box. In this interim period interes t and understanding are replaced by disinterest and cynicism.
By postponing the opport unity to vote we are ignorin g
an importa nt proposition; The learner must be an active
participant.
-Mein holdThe day of "chron ologica l age" as a determ inant of
behavior is past. The 18 year old, who is interested in
political issues, probably knows more about the candidates and their platforms, than the 40 year old who
merely votes for his ••favorite son". It is very difficul t to
understand the reasoning which establishes 16 as the
age for obtaini ng a social security card and paying taxes,
18 for being drafted, and 21 for voting and drinkin g.
Anyone who is interested should be allowed to vote.
-Min es-

-Ver y-
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CLASS OF '70
TOP ROW: Lou Fontana, Joan Trudenti, Fran Lewicki
BOTTOM ROW: Tony Dilsignore, Joe Sclama, Mike Martin
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS
TOP ROW: Chris Courtois, Dave Blodgett, Sandy Musone, Ron
Arsenault, Nancy McPeake
BOTIOM ROW: Carl Becker, Vicky Boudejouk, Joanne Abrams, Ken
Diman
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CLASS OF '72
STANDING: Ernie Balasco, John D'Errico, Brian Cartier
SITTING : Joyce Avadesian, Colleen Callahan, Rick Crowley
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CLASS OF '71

TOP ROW: Carl Becker, Ed Beirne, Barry Waterson, Karen larsen
BOTTOM ROW: Kathy Mulcahy, Barbara DiNunzio, Peggy Lynch, Carol
Dinto, Paul Orlando
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INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL
TOP ROW: Nancy Cafferty, Peggy Lnch, Paula Calvito, Karen Lanni,
Joanne Abrams, Nancy Geary, Daryl Gauthier
MIDDLE ROW: Colleen Callahan, Dianne Braganca, Rick Laabs, Paul
Beaudette, Kathy Romano, Chris DeCesso, Debbie Soares, Joe
Sclama, President, Caron lannazzi, Ken Diman
BOTTOM ROW: Roger Farren, Ed Beirne, Kathy Marson, Dave
Senerchia
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GOLD KEY SOCIETY
TOP ROW: John Foley, Judith Kiernan, Brian Cartier, Kevin Sorem,
John Harrington, Nora Ganim, Maggie Dillon, Rick LaFazia, Nancy
Geary, Patricia O'Brien, George Neubauer
MIDDLE ROW: Pat Hines, Carol Carddarelli, Diane Morgera, Sandy
Musone, Barbara Bouffard, Janet Schora, Sandra, Louise Fillion, Vivian
Froment
BOTTOM ROW: Kathy Gallagher, Lindsey Knight, Leslie Ferry, Ann
Melee, Carlene Sjoblem, Carol Soprano, Mary Hughes, President,
Rachel Phenix, Kathleen Moreland.
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TAU EPSILON PHI
TOP ROW: Peter Miga, Bob Lane, John Branca, Bob Borelli
MIDDLE TOW: Roger Plante, Mike Ferdinandi, Bill Richmond, Jeff
Mello, Mike Martin, Don Desmond
BOTTOM ROW : John LaFauce, Tom Cinquengrano, Joe Sclama, Jim
Lauro, Tom Pesaturo, Bob Chase
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SIGMA CHI SIGMA
TOP ROW: Sue Drew, Pam Pappas, Peggy Morrissey, Pam Soar
Ml DDLE ROW : Sue Martin, Judy Biernacki, Susan Hoseason, Diane
Braganca, Mary Dolan
BOTTOM ROW: Ruth McGinn, Caron lannazzi, Colleen Callahan ,
Susan Rose
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OMEGA CHI EPSILON
TOP ROW: Nonie Holden, Cindy Walsh, Jan Ya Sincuzk, Mary-Allen
Tilton, Joan Heagney, Monika Schuffenhauer, Phyllis VanOrden, Joyce
Avedisian Ml DDLE ROW : Ann Colannino, Jan Burrows, Mary St.Jean,
Linda Wilbur, Vicky Boukjouk, Maria Kawan, Marcia Layden, Sandy
Musone, Sandy Cirelli, Barbara Maher BOTTOM ROW: Linda Amidy,
Mary-Ann Lennon, Jane Ferreira, Evelyn Dempsey, Susan DiDonato ,
President, Barbara McGarry, Martha Rogers, Kathy Jenkens
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KAPPA SIGMA KAPPA
TOP ROW: Joe McKenna, Don Gennari, Steve Hoye, Tom Stepka, Ken
Diman BOTIOM ROW: Ron Boulais, Bill Bunch, Norm Tobin, AI Tanner
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THETA LAMBDA CHI
TOP ROW: Peggy Gudeczauskas, Debbie Pelton, Janis Dargie, Mary Geary,
Nancy Sullivan, Paula Calvito BOTTOM ROW: Joyce Lopez, Shelley Davidson President , Karen Lanni, Joanne Abrams
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DELTA ALPHA EPSILON
TOP ROW: Jay Serzan, linda DiPrete, Tom Stepka, Betty Sisti, Bob
Colasanto, Denise Dussault, Jim Ashwood, Sue Lepine, Richard Capaldo
BOTTOM ROW: Jean Parascondolo, Sandra Gamba, Sandra Gruliani,
Jane D'Ambra, Pat Votolato, Bob lisi
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SIGMA MU DELTA
TOP ROW: Jane O'Reilly, President, Sally Donnelly, Cheryl Cote, Patricia
O'Brien, Judith Kiernan, Kathy Driscoll , Cappy Wright, Kathy Marson,
Janice Marsocci MIDDLE ROW : Kathleen Moreland, Ann-Mary McQueeny,
Michaela Conway, Nancy Geary, Miss Champion, Advisor, Janice Murphy,
Barbara Bouffard, Cookie Squatrito, Jackie Roy BOTTOM ROW: Christine
Courtois, Teddy Decker, Elaine Raia, Jean Powers
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GAMMA PHI UPSILON
TOP ROW: Elizabeth Norman, Carol DeVito, Peggy lynch, Amy Aitkenhead,
Margaret O'Malley, Sandra Middleton, Joyce Nolan, Carol Barracelli, Sally
Ann Gay, Joyce Pelligrino, Doris Figuerado, Kathy DeMoal BOTTOM ROW :
Paula Carlson, Andrea Timoney, Marita Nonnenmacher, Christine Mousally,
Sheila Monahan, Kathy Mulcahy
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ALPHA IOTA DELTA
TOP ROW: Nancy Cafferty, Judy Fox, Daryl Gauthier, Daryl Holden, Karen
Cayouette, Regina Caruolo, Roberta Sherman, Sandra Gamba Ml DOLE
ROW: Claire Giannimore, advisor, Diane Fisher, Christine Santoro, Sandra
Olavsson, Donna Jean Totin, Christine Murphy, Kathy Ward BOTTOM ROW:
Karen DeMagistris, Karen Rauanel, Marianne Gianfrancesco, President,
Joan Langlois, Karan DeMoia
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RHO IOTA CHI
TOP ROW: Sharon Murphy, Liz Sisti, Elaine Moura, Rachel Phenix, Jeanette
Cabral, Susan Clark, Debbie Soares MIDDLE ROW : Sandy Smith, Judy
Jergensen, Nancy Duckworth, Robyne Hull, Annette Mascoup BOTTOM
ROW: Cindy Horvat, Pat Boyle, Sandy Motta, Kathy Romano, Vivian
Froment, Louise Fillion
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CHEERLEADERS

TOP ROW: Janet Palli, Frances Noyes, Violet Ryan, Becky Zorra
BOTTOM ROW: Karen O'Keefe, Linda Lopes, Janet Steinberg, Dianne
Masocci
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STUDENTS FOR COMMUNITY SERVICE
BOTTOM: Stu Alper, Janis Strong, Ron Arsenault, Rosemary Straight,
Dennis McCreadie TOP : Jean Lavoie, Mary Wheelan, Janet Rogers,
Janet Wallman, Marie Lombardo, Claudette Joyak, Ann Marciano
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DEBATE CLUB
Mark Goldman, assistant coach; Linda LaFrenaye, Joanne Rodrigues, Manuel Anas, president; Donna DiSegna, Kenneth
Hokenson, Philip C. Joyce, forensic director

COVERWMEIT SHOULD
PERCEMHil:iE OF JTS
!*COME TAX REVUUE TO THE SflnE
GUV~RI!MUTS
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MAT H CLUB
BOTTOM : Audrey Perry, Sue Goodman , Kathy DeVerna , Jan ice
Beaucage, Judy Blair, Susan Hartman, Charlie Haskell TOP: Lois
Francazio, James Gendron , David Healey, Janice McGoldrick , Mr.
Jim Schaefer, Bob Bourgeois
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KAPPA DELTA PI
OFFICERS: Jean Powers, Lucy Meritatw, Kathy De
Moia, Janice McGoldrick, Lois Francazio

PI MU EPSILON
BOTTOM: Janice Beaucage, Janice McGoldrick, Susan Hartman, Lois
Francazio TOP: Dr. Steward, Mr. Guilotte, Audrey Perry, Jim Gendron
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BIOLOGY CLUB
TOP ROW: Joseph Langevin, Kevin Sorem, Dr. Keough, Ira Brown, Presi·
dent, Michael Kaiwon MIDDLE ROW: Mary Swajian, Lindsey Knight, Lesley
Ferry, Sue Charret, Nancy Haradin BOTTOM ROW: Elizabeth Sisti , Joyce
Pacitto, Karen DiMagistris
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ANCHOR CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Donna Brown , Sally Sevigny
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J. Ciliento

S. Buiak
B. Bullock

A. Ciotola
S. Clark

L. Burlingame
P. Burns

C. Clifford
M. Conaty
L. Conforti

M. Cabral
D. Caliri

S. Conroy
N. Cooper
A. Corey

M. Corkerly

J. Campanella
K. Carlin

J. Cornelison
J. Costa

M. Carlin
G. Carlson

K. Costello
c. Cote
G. Cote

J. Cotnoir

Y. Cartier
K. Cayouette

M. Cotter
C. Coutanche

E. Coyle
A. Craig
M. Creedon

R. Cellemme
C. Centazzo

J. Creelman
J. Crellin

R. Chanpagne
J. Charleson

L. Crugnale

B. Cuddy
A. Curti
C. Czekalski

J. Chartier
B. Chase

J. Daley

R. Chenall
J. Chiaro

D. D'Ambral
C. Damiaji
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L. Chung
M. Cicione

D. Dannon
G. Dashoff
J. Dauscher

J. Aguar
A. Albro
K. Allard

D. Bentley

J. Berard

D. Almonte
S. Alper
C. Aly

D. Bergeron
P. Benard

A. Anderson
D. A:-~drade
A. Andrezzi

P. Bessette
R. Bibeau

P. Andruchow
V. Anthony
P. Archambault

K. Birch

J. Blair

M. Armstrong
C. Arnold
R. Arsenault

A. Bondarevskis
D. Bonin

E. Badeau

P. Bonbouloir
D. Boscalis

J. Badway
J. Bagley

J. Banik

l. Boucher
A. Bouffard

B. Bankas
B. Barks

R. Bartolini

N. Bowering
M. Boyajian

J. Barton
K. Barton

F. Battle
F. Baya
R. Baya

B. Brewer
B. Brien

J. Beaucage

D. Brown
I. Brown

A. Beauchemin
T. Beaudette

L. Beaudoin
D. Belhumeur
s. Belisle
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J. Brown
P. Buffington

C. Francese

N. Haraden
M. Harbeck

J. Freitas
R. French

J. Furnaro

S. Hardiman
L. Hardisty

L. Fusco
K. Gagnon

M. Gagnon
C. Gaines
D. Gendice

K. Harrington
D. Harrod

B. Gallo
C. Gallo
K. Geddes

M. Hartley
S. Hartmen

D. Gendice

S. Hayford
D. Healey

J. Gendron
G. Germain

D. Germano
M. Gianfresco
R. Giorgio

J. Healey
A. Healey

M. Giroux
G. Glatki
C. Goglia

B. Hebert
P. Heinsohn

J. Gonsalves

G. Hepburn
S. Herring

R. Gousie
C. Gravel

C. Graves
D. Greenberg
B. Guerra

A. Higgenbotham
P. Hindley

J. Hadley

M. Horsfield
C. Horvat

R. Haigh
L. Hakeen

R. Hamill
J. Hanley
M. Hanrahan
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